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The 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami (IOT) caused a huge economic loss in fishery sector,
infrastructures and social facilities in Banda Aceh. In maritime and fisheries sector alone, at
least 12,300 fishery boats were swept away and 50 fishery ports were damaged with an
amount of economic loss of about 600 million US$. The physical reconstruction started at
2005 (and continued up to 4 years after) has successfully rebuilt the fishery infrastructures
as well as the livelihood of the fisherman communities, rebuilding the cities and
reconstructing basic facilities and social infrastructures. However, things were rebuilt not
without problems. Among the variety problems that exists, for instance, lack of
infrastructures at the relocation site forces people back to their origin homes near the
shore. Moreover, inappropriate fishing facilities related to the local culture have caused
most of the modern fishing boats donated by the donors become useless. This talk will
elaborate such problems during the reconstruction phase and ends up with
recommendation for better approach for reconstruction in developing countries after a
tsunami.
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